
CAPTURE THE ISLAND DESCRIPTION 

 
       

 1.  OBJECT OF THE GAME 

            To accumulate the most points from points tokens and game pieces, by surrounding islands. 
 

2.  SET UP 

     a.  Mix tiles well, place in a container to draw from.  This is the   
          “SUPPLY PILE”. 
     b.  Shuffle points tokens, turn 12 tokens face up on table, to one side.    
     c.  Each player selects a color of game pieces. (5 pawns & 12 cubes) 
     d.  Players determine who goes first by drawing a points token. 
          Lowest number goes first, then play continues clockwise. 

 
3.  PLAY -  DRAWING A TILE 

      a.  A player draws a tile and places it on the game board,  
           connecting island, and/or water features. 
      b.  Player may claim the island on the tile by placing a pawn on  
           it, and may also place a cube on the ocean that surrounds  
           the island feature.                   
 

 4.  SURROUNDING AN ISLAND 

      a.  A capture is completed by placing cubes on each tile adjacent to, or diagonal to, an island  
          feature. The capture may be completed with cubes from more than one player.  

      b.  The owner of the island collects points tokens equal to the sum of points depicted on each  
            island tile. 
      c.  The players that are part of the capture may retrieve all or some of their cubes.  

 
        
                                   
                  
 
 
 
 

 5.  POINTS TOKENS 

      a.  12 tokens are displayed on the table in grid formation. 
      b.  When a player completes a surround, island tile points are  
           added up and the corresponding sum of points tokens are  
           collected from the 12 tokens on display.  
      c.  The sum of points tokens may be any combination of tokens. 
           After a player has collected their tokens, new ones are drawn  
           to replenish the claimed tokens, so 12 tokens are again   
           displayed. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

6.  SPECIAL INSTRUCTION TILES 

     a.  When a player draws one of these tiles, it is placed on the   
            game board  according to the above tile placement rules..  In     
            order to follow the instruction on the tile, the player must first   
            claim it with one of their pawns.  The player may choose to  
            complete the instruction on the tile immediately, and then retrieve  
            their pawn.  Or leave the pawn on the tile, and use it as a turn   
            later in the game, and retrieve their pawn then. 
 

7.  END OF GAME AND SCORING 

      a.  Game ends when either points tokens or supply tiles are gone.   
      b.  Players count their points tokens points. 
      c.  Each incomplete island tile claimed with a pawn, equals 1 point. 
      d.  Players receive 1 point for every three cubes left on the game board. 
      e.  Players add points tokens, island tile points, and cube points together to determine the   
           winner.  Most points wins. 
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